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Abstract

Real-time multimedia transfer through the Internet becomes more difficult when wireless
links are in the path, due to the time varying channel capacity, from interference and mul-
tipath fading effects which introduce additional stochastic variations beyond the wireline
network traffic effects. These wireless variations create problems for existing end-to-end
rate adaption using feedback.

This paper introduces a framework for cross-layer solutions to the streaming video prob-
lem with a focus on graceful degradation under network congestion and/or wireless fading
effects without direct coordination between source coder, channel coder, and physical layer
modulator. The solution presented includes network transportation and wireless based opti-
mizations and requires little reliance upon end-to-end rate adaption. The suggested method
uses progressively coded, leaky prediction source data and physical layer based rate adap-
tion in concert with error tolerant network protocols.
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1 Introduction

There are several problems associated with real-time multimedia communication over net-
works that include wireless links such as the varying wireless channel capacity, caused by
interference and multipath fading [1, 2, 3]. However, network congestion caused by com-
peting traffic in the shared network also affects the throughput. In light of this, an attractive
goal would be to provide the best perceptual quality available for the present (wired net-
work and wireless link) conditions and allow it to degrade gracefully as conditions worsen.
In real-time video streaming involving full-duplex communication (such as video confer-
encing) end-to-end delay must be kept to a minimum. This reduces the applicability of
the asymptotic arguments of Shannon theory [4] wherein one can achieve error-free data
transfer as long as transmission takes place below the channel capacity. Furthermore, power
efficiency and low complexity are desirable for battery-operated wireless terminals. Any rel-
evant approach must address existing network infrastructure situations: the Internet which
uses TCP/IP. Many of the wireless links are therefore also based on the IP suite for easy
integration. As such, we focus on the Internet, and in particular UDP/IP, within this paper.

Streaming video over the Internet has been addressed by the research communities. One
solution is to use a layered approach with a basic quality stream and several refinement
streams such as in the, pyramidal encoder [5] where the user connects to the basic stream
and further refinement streams as allowed by the connection at hand. One problem with
the introduction of wireless in this type of solution comes from the mismatch between end-
to-end link rate estimation (using long-time averaging) and the short-time varying capacity
of the wireless link coupled with an error-intolerant network protocol. This may force the
selection of a lower quality than necessary.

Other general approaches to the communications quality problem take the joint source-
channel coding approach wherein the source coding (compression) and channel coding
(error-protection) are jointly optimized for the present channel conditions [6, 7]. This how-
ever, requires the source coder to be aware of the present channel conditions which may be
difficult when there is significant delay (due to routing) between the source node and the
wireless transmitter, see Figure 1. In a case wherein the channel fading varies faster than
the end-to-end delay, any channel capacity estimates that the source coder receives may be
inaccurate representations of the present channel state due to the delay. An extreme example
is, from Europe to Australia, i.e. around the world, the minimum round-trip end-to-end de-
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Figure 1: Overview of wireless network with wireless link with end-to-end source rate adap-
tion.
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lay is 260 ms (not including routing delay). However a wireless links involving at least one
battery-operated units would only work over short local distances and therefore the wireless
end-to-end delay would be short, in the order of micro seconds.

In [8] there are references to methods of handling the fading channel, such as the use
of variable-rate and variable-power to meet a target bit error rate, wherein a delay is intro-
duced to buffer the data during bad conditions while higher rate, large constellations, are
used during good conditions. Another method is suggested in [9], where the frame length
of the Media Access Control (MAC) layer is adjusted to reduce the frame error rate, with
long frames used in good conditions and short frames in bad conditions. More specialized
solutions work with image transfer over wireless links such as: the use of unequal error pro-
tection [10], [11] and optimal rate for Rate Compatible Puncture Convolution codes (RCPC)
[12].

It would be desirable that the wireless node itself perform the rate adaption via joint
source-channel coding. However, this has serious drawbacks. First, the lack of compres-
sion at the source would unnecessarily burden the wired network with high traffic loads.
Secondly, it would place undue processing load on a limited functionality wireless node.
However, there is an opportunity in the tradeoff of good compression versus varying chan-
nel capacity even when the source-coder and channel-coder must operate “at arm’s length”
fashion. The combination of progressively coded data streams and unequal error protection
(UEP) offers an attractive solution for the streaming media problem. However, this requires
some help from the network layer.

The essential contribution of this paper is to introduce a strategy which preserves the
integrity of the packet stream as best as possible utilizing recent findings from the coding
and communications communities in concert with recently proposed protocol enhancements
from the networking communities. The system described below is particularly aimed at real-
time transmission where delays have to be kept to a minimum (e.g. video conferencing and
video telephony) and to keep power consumption and complexity low to make it work in
battery-operated mobile units.

The strategy is to handle the problem where it occurs. When the wireless link capacity
becomes a bottleneck, short term rate adaption should be done by the wireless link. Sim-
ilarly, performance limitations with in the wireline links may be handled by local router
actions. These local actions reduce the adaption delay by avoiding end-to-end adaption,
Figure 2. However, to avoid unnecessary traffic load along the path, traditional end-to-end
adaption (e.g., TCP-like) should also be used to handle long-term link conditions. The in-
troduction of local actions makes it possible to use the maximum capacity of the wireless
links and the fixed network with little supervision and guidance from the other parts of the
network. What is required is that the source is progressively coded and that the stream can
be “tagged” as a candidate for rate adjustment by elements within the system.

Such “tagging” of a stream is not as straightforward as it seems. The Internet proto-
cols follow a layered design, where different functions related to the transmission of data
are placed in different layers for modularity. A mechanism for informing a wireless link
about the properties of a particular data stream must be implemented with care in order not
to violate this design. The need for such a mechanism is implicit in several proposals for
transmitting Internet protocols over wireless links [13, 14, 15]. Because these have been
implemented without such a mechanism, there has been hesitation towards optimization of
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Figure 2: Network with wireless link using transparent cross-layer rate adaption in network
and physical layer of wireless link.

wireless links for particular data-stream types. However, a recent proposal [16] suggests a
mechanism enabling the passing of information between layers without violating the net-
work design.

In the following sections we describe four different areas necessary for overall system
functioning. The first is the source coding/decoding where progressive coding of video is
explained. The second is network transportation where the network components needed for
packet truncation and bit error resilience are described. The third and forth areas are the
physical layer rate adaption by frame truncation and the related coding and truncation issues
of error detection and correction. The paper is concluded with simulation results (using
a standard research video clip at bit rates and video quality comparable with H.263) and
a discussion incorporating concerted effects demonstrating the desired quality of graceful
degradation.

2 Source coding

A successful video source coder can provide excellent quality while lessening the burden
on the transport subsystem. The most popular video codecs today are the MPEG codec [17]
and the ISO/ITU-T H.263 [18]. Both use prediction, motion estimation, and variable length
codes to achieve considerable compression. However, from a wireless link standpoint there
are five issues with the stream generated by these types of codecs. The first is that the coded
bit rate fluctuates considerably over time, due to the encoders operations involving three
different types of video frames, (I, P, and B-frames with approximate size ratios of 4:2:1
respectively). The second is that reference frames are more sensitive to errors, since an er-
ror would affect all the frames up to the next reference frame. The third issue is that the
motion estimation and compensation is computationally demanding, consuming up to 50%
of the source coding calculations [19]. Such computational resources are not insignificant
in a battery-operated mobile unit. The fourth problem is the difficulty of changing the target
rate of an already generated stream in a later device in the network link path. This requires
re-quantization of the transformed coefficients (transcoding), which would be almost impos-
sible for a router or wireless link to perform. The last issue pertains to buffering and delay.
To achieve good compression, (use of I, P and B-frames), the MPEG/H.263 source coders
require a buffer of 4 frames and introduces 3 frames of delay (this is before the introduction
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the leaky progressive video codec.

of the router network delay). Additionally the receiver would be required to have buffers for
at least two frames.

Alternatively, a progressively encoded data stream offers an efficient means to do rate
adaption by a simple truncation of the data stream frames, saving only the first most sig-
nificant part. One progressive image coder is set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT)
[20], a refinement of embedded zero tree wavelets (EZW) [21]. The SPIHT algorithm is
an computationally efficient algorithm that incorporates entropy-coding methods to exploit
the multiresolution structure of images to allow for progressive transmission. Its rate versus
distortion [22] performance for images compares favorably with many compression meth-
ods, (with the exception of newer codecs [23, 24]). With this type of codec the transmitted
data for each image is ordered in such a way that the most important data comes first and
successive data refines the decoded picture quality. Rate adaption can be done simply by
truncation of the data stream frames. The resulting decoded image is the best that can be
achieved with the lowered data rate.

However, encoding each movie frame as a separate images does not result in a high qual-
ity video coder. To achieve good compression of a video sequence one must take advantage
of the correlation between video frames. This is why state of art video coders use 3-D
subband [25, 26, 27], or 3-D SPIHT [28] techniques to generate embedded data streams.
However, to utilize the correlation between video frames the coders operate on groups of
video frames which introduces an encoding delay. Some also include motion estimation
with an increased complexity. Ordinary linear prediction can be done with low encoding
delay and works fine if there are no transmission errors (compare with the P-frames of the
MPEG/H.263 codec, use of B-frames requires larger encoding delay). However, with net-
work congestion and wireless links, any errors will result in error propagation. Instead of
using reference frames (such as I-frames in MPEG/H.263) this paper suggests the use of
leaky prediction, an idea with its origin in early DPCM encoders. It has lately been sug-
gested for use in video coders to handle packet losses [29, 30, 31] and remains an active
research area.

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the progressive leaky SPIHT video codec which
uses a progressive image coder for the weighted difference image of the video stream. This
codec is computationally simple (requires no motion estimation) and the “leakiness” reduces
error propagation. Also important is this coder’s ability to allow rate adaption via simple
frame truncation, for this to work in an IP-network the data for one frame must fit in one
IP-packet. One possibility to handle sources that would generate too large data frames, due
to larger “image” size and/or higher desired source rate, would be to divide the source into
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blocks where each block is coded separately to generate data frames that fits in one IP-
Packet. The constant source data rate, controlled by the truncation to maximum source rate
(R0), reduces the need for buffers/delay in the transmitter/receiver to smooth the channel
data rate. The amount of leakage is controlled by the λ parameter. Note that λ = 1.0
corresponds to the P-frame in the MPEG/H.263 case while λ = 0.0 corresponds to encoding
each frame as an image. In [30] it was suggested that 0.9 ≤ λ ≤ 0.99 is reasonable. High
values increase the damage of error propagation while low values reduce the compression.
In this paper λ = 0.9 is used for all simulations.

3 Network Transportation

Any system-oriented solution must consider both the limitations and possibilities of the net-
working layer and assess its impact on performance. Herein we specifically consider the
Internet with its architecture based on a variable length packet switching service that uses
statistical multiplexing for efficient resource utilization and the TCP/IP protocol suite for
end-to-end communication. This architecture has proven itself to be cost-efficient and robust
for delay-tolerant data communication but it was not designed to be a carrier of streaming
real-time data. As the Internet has become a global carrier of information, there are incen-
tives for extending its use to real-time traffic. However, this has shown itself to be a difficult
task.

Internet protocols are designed according to a layered structure, where lower layers
provide functions to the higher layers. A data stream is divided into packets and each packet
is passed down between the layers. Each layer (except the physical layer) adds a header to
the packet. Lower layers should generally not make assumptions on the characteristics of
higher layers.

3.1 Internet Wireless Enabling Technologies

Proposals such as Diffserv [32] and Intserv [33] have been formulated to provide mecha-
nisms for the provisioning of bandwidth, delay and jitter, but they were not designed to deal
with the issues concerning wireless links, such as variable bit-rate and error-rate. Neither
Diffserv using the expedited forwarding behavior or Intserv are able to react to the rapid
variations that are possible in wireless environments.

Adapting the Internet protocols to be able to deal with wireless links requires other
strategies and such research is ongoing. Changes that have been suggested to the Inter-
net Protocol (IP) [34] and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [35] to improve upon error-
handling and provide generic wireless adaptation include UDP Lite [36] and Hints and No-
tifications [16]1.

3.1.1 UDP Lite

Problems encountered when using UDP to transport real-time streaming media over a wire-
less link, is that UDP prevents delivery of damaged frames, the UDP-layer calculates its own

1Focus on UDP is chosen due to UDP being the main Internet transport protocol used for delivery of real-
time streaming media.
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Figure 4: UDP pseudo header. Shaded field is redundant

checksum and if there is a mismatch the datagram is silently discarded, without notifying
the receiving application. While this behavior is generally desirable for data-files (e.g., NFS
[37]) it is not beneficial for real-time media, since codecs often may be able to recover from
a few corrupted bits using error-concealment techniques. Furthermore, while lost datagrams
can be retransmitted, the delay constraints of real-time media often do not allow for retrans-
missions. UDP does allow for the checksum to be entirely turned off. However, this can
have unintended consequences for the application (e.g. port numbers in the UDP-header
can become corrupted).

A proposed solution to such problems is UDP Lite which provides partial checksum-
coverage of the UDP-datagram, allowing the important UDP-header to be protected while
also allowing the application to handle bit-errors in the media data. UDP Lite accomplishes
partial checksum coverage by substituting the redundant length field in the UDP pseudo
header (see Figure 4) with a coverage field that indicates the number of bytes of the UDP
datagram, including the header itself, that should be covered by the checksum.

3.1.2 Hints and Notifications - HAN

Another problem encountered is that the wireless link does not know what type of data it
is carrying. Wireless systems which are designed for one particular class of real-time data
may be optimized for the particular class creating specialized solutions (e.g. GSM systems).
This type of specialization can lead to poor solutions if the original assumptions about the
type of the data is incorrect [38]. It would therefore be beneficial if the wireless link could
be aware of the type of data being transmitted and optimize usage of the radio spectrum in
such a way that is appropriate to the transmitted data.

It is not possible for the link layer to identify the type of data transmitted without re-
sorting to the use of layer violation in today’s Internet, i.e., letting the link layer examine
the transport and application protocol used in each packet. Besides being time consuming,
this type of behavior is generally frowned upon in the Internet community for the following
reasons: 1) The link layer might misinterpret the type of data being transmitted and damage
the data. 2) The application has no way of telling the link layer that it does not want that type
of service. Hints and Notifications (HAN) offers a solution to the above described problems.
By allowing the application to add information (called hints in [16]) to each network layer
packet, the application layer can convey the type of data directly to the link layer. Hints do
not only allow for identification of the type of data carried in a packet, but also allow for the
inclusion of extra information that might be useful either for the link layer (e.g., maximum
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Figure 5: Truncation of progressively encoded data in a IP packet.

allowed delay) or the receiving end-host. HAN also includes a concept named notifications,
this is however not further described here. A hint may be used to indicate that the transmit-
ted data is of streaming media type and is encoded using a progressive encoder. Then the
wireless link could safely use a quality optimization mechanism such as packet truncation
(Figure 5).

Truncation of data is not limited to wireless links as a coping mechanism to the time-
varying channel capacity, but could also take place at the networking layer as a method for
handling router congestion. Such a proposal has previously been suggested in Selective
Truncating Internetworking Protocol (STRIP) [39], where packet truncation is used to alle-
viate router congestion conditions. The above suggested hint, indicating that a wireless link
may truncate the packet, can also be used by the networking layer indicating that “STRIP-
like” truncation can take place at the networking layer. In this sense HAN can be thought of
as a superset that also includes STRIP.

3.2 End-to-end solution to Enable Datagram Truncation

By combining UDP Lite and HAN, it is possible to enable datagram truncation taking ad-
vantage of performance gains made possible by progressive coding. HAN is used to indicate
to network entities (e.g., wireless links) that the datagram is arranged with most important
bits in the beginning of the packet, and to indicate that the packet may be truncated. The
truncation can be done simply by assigning the length field in the IP header as long as the
part of the packet that is covered by the UDP Lite checksum remains.

When video streams, in our case streams of SPIHT coded difference images from leaky
prediction, are transmitted by a server application, the data stream is divided into datagrams
(or packets), where each datagram contains the weighted difference for one frame of video.
For the truncation scheme to operate efficiently, the packets must not be fragmented by
intermediate network entities. This is avoided by discovering the maximum transfer unit of
the path and setting the “don’t fragment” bit in the IP header. It is not possible to use the
truncation scheme on larger frames than allowed by the path.

Implementing support for the hint in the server applications can be done through an
extension to the BSD socket interface by adding a “socket option” which indicates that every
datagram written to the socket shall include the hint. A frame is prepared for transmission
by prepending it with an RTP header, a UDP Lite header and an IP header. The IP header is
extended with an option including the hint. As the datagram proceeds through the network,
a network entity may interpret the hint and truncate the datagram because of congestion or
because the payload was hit by a bit error. The extension to the IP header is handled by a
“shim layer” at the sending and receiving node as in Figure 6.
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4 Wireless Link Rate Adaption and Channel Coding

With progressively encoded data, and a network layer capable of presenting packages la-
beled as “truncatable”, the question remains of how to best transport such packages over the
more error-prone wireless link. In this section we present one manner in which to maximize
the media stream’s throughput quality.

4.1 Channel Model

We assume a slow fading additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) wireless link as in Fig-
ure 7. Let x(n) ∈ {−1,+1} for n = 0, . . . , NFrame − 1 represent the nth bit of the frame
and Eb(n) represent its energy. The current channel state is represented by the noise level
(σ2) and fading attenuation (c(t)) both are assumed to be relatively constant during the trans-
mission of one frame of data. Such a simple fading model does not realistically model all
the types of impairments of the wireless channel such as interference, time dispersion ef-
fects, phase and frequency jitter, frequency selective fading, etc. However, it may be argued
that there are communications systems whose design is aimed at making the more realistic
and complex channel effects appear similar to the AWGN channel with simple fading (e.g.
OFDM [40] and CDMA [41] systems). The Jakes fading model is used with the parameters
described in the simulation and results section.

4.2 Channel Coding and first error detection

Compressed data is sensitive to bit errors, due to the use of variable length codes, where a
bit error causes loss of synchronization in the decoder. The SPIHT codec is no exception,
it has been shown that decoding of data after the first bit error can decrease the decoded
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quality [42], [12]. So, for the progressive data stream it would be desirable to halt the
source-decoding after the detection of the first uncorrectable bit error. Some techniques for
this are known as continuous error detection (CED) [43] and far end error decoder (FEED)
[42].

To detect the first error we borrow the idea of convolution codes with long constraint
length from FEED. Here the optimal frame truncation has replaced the use of Rate Compat-
ible Punctured Convolution codes (RCPC) used in FEED. With a fixed half rate, R = 1/2,
systematic convolution code with long constraint length, m = 95, the probability of not
detecting an error should be low. However, the long constraint length requires sequential
decoding, here soft decoding using a slightly modified Stack algorithm (stack size has been
restricted to 1000 paths) and Fano metrics [44] is used, the Fano decoding algorithm can be
used in a system with memory constraints.

The specific method to find the first error is as follows. Since, the convolution code also
includes a capability of correcting some of the bit errors. One must in actuality find the first
non correctable error. The decoder works on the received encoded data frame until it runs
out of input data or it has used 30000 stack operations. At this point the top element of the
stack is returned as the best path. To estimate the error free part of the best path the Fano
metric along path is investigated and the portion up to the location of the maximum metric
value is assumed to be error free. Comparing the performance of decoding the data using
the estimated first error location versus the true error location showed only an insignificant
loss in PSNR, on the order of 0.05 dB.

4.3 Rate Adaption

Use of a feedback channel to inform the source coder of the current channel/decoded quality
makes it possible to perform source rate adaption, where the goal is to find the optimum
balance between source rate and error protection [45], [12]. The idea is to make better use
of the channel by not wasting energy on source bits that would exceed the current channel
capacity. The main problem with some earlier solutions is that performance will suffer in
cases of excessive feedback delay or “adaptation delay”. That is, the source coder may need
end-to-end feedback from the receiver to adjust the source rate, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Herein we consider a rate adaption scheme that adapts only with the local (i.e. non end-
to-end) knowledge of the wireless link character and needs no coordination with the source
coder. The power constraint here is interpreted for our constant frame rate system as the use
of a constant energy per frame. That is, the sum of all transmitted bit energies is unity, half
of it is used for data bits the other for error correction bits from convolutional coder.

NFrame−1∑

n=0

Eb(n) =
1

2
. (1)

The distribution of the energy among the frame’s bits, Eb(n), is a function of the present
channel SNR and a variable for optimization. The result is a kind of adaptive BPSK mod-
ulation which is simpler to analyze than adaptive channel coding and does not require any
side information.

Earlier investigations for uncoded data indicate there may be little to be gained by fine-
tuned energy scaling, especially in light of its added complexity [46]. So, the actual type of
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Figure 8: Optimal truncation for source data to maximize expected error free length of
received data. Also shown is the optimal truncation for the case of no coding, (only of
academic interest since it would be impossible to find the first error).

rate adaption considered here will take the form of frame truncation wherein only the first
N ≤ NFrame bits are transmitted with equal energy of Eb = 1

2N
.

The question becomes, what is the optimal number of bits to send (truncation length N
in source data bits) for the present channel conditions (SNR). The metric for optimization is
the longest expected error free length data sequence through the receiver’s channel decoder
(since this is a measure of quality in cases using progressive source coding [12]). Precise
analytic formulation of this is possible for truncations of uncoded data but is made more
difficult by the structure of the convolution code used and its associated Stack decoding
algorithm. However, an estimation of the optimal N for coded data may be made over a
range of SNRs for the frame length and convolution code using monte-carlo methods. Such
computations have been used to determine the optimal frame length N as a function of SNR
using the convolution channel coder of interest (described further in the simulation section)
with results shown in Figure 8. Our maximum frame size of interest was chosen to be 1026
bytes, and our smallest desired package to attempt to send was chosen to be 80 bytes. Note
that the shape of the curves for coded (solid line) and uncoded (dashed line) data are very
similar and have an offset of approximately 5 dB between each-other indicating that the
ordinary concept of coding gain may also be used for the error free length.

In the proposed system, an estimation of the channel SNR (described below) is made by
the receiver. This estimate is then handed to the decoder and is used to calculate the Fano
metric in the Stack algorithm to decode the next frame’s data. The SNR estimate is also
sent via the feedback channel to the transmitter, where it is used for determining following
packets’ truncation points.
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4.4 SNR estimation

Both the truncation device in the transmitter and the Stack algorithm in the convolution
decoder in the receiver need an estimate of the channel SNR. A natural way to estimate this
is to use the constellation variation of the received frame. The accuracy of such an estimate
can be improved by only considering the error free received data. This is possible since we
use a systematic encoder and the Stack algorithm with detection of the maximum metric
gives us the decoded data and the error free length.

The actual estimation procedure assumes that the decoder returns the first M message
bits correctly, call these x̂(n), n = 0, . . . ,M − 1. Denote the corresponding received
sequence y(k), k = 0, . . . , 2(M − 1) and assume that the half rate systematic coder outputs
alternating data bits and check bits. The signaling is done using BPSK constellations and
the noise is assumed to be Gaussian. Then the sequence

w(n) =

{
y(2n) if x̂(n) = 1
−y(2n) if x̂(n) = −1

for n = 0, . . . ,M − 1

has the mean equal to the signal component amplitude and the variance equal to the noise
variance. Thus, the SNR estimate is

ŜNR =
α̂2

σ̂2
(2)

where

α̂ =
1

M

M−1∑

n=0

w(n)

and

σ̂2 =
1

M

M−1∑

n=0

(w(n) − α̂)2.

If the estimated SNR is a very low value, one would choose to transmit the minimal frame
size that makes sense for the application.

5 Simulation Models and Results

Summarizing the interaction of all these effects into an analytic expression is not likely.
Furthermore, due to the large number of parameters involved a concise comparison of com-
petitive strategies is not easy. However, some indication of the behavior is presented in
simulations incorporating realistic parameters to support the claim of graceful degradation
under network congestion and wireless fading. It is important to point out that the over-
all goal of the system design is graceful degradation under both wired network congestion
and/or wireless fading. The design requires no coordination between the various subsystems
handling these two effects. In the simulation section, this is demonstrated by first presenting
two effects separately for clarity of operation and then in combination for comparison of
results.

The simulation reflects a source of 250 frames of the “carphone” video sequence [47],
only using the luminance signal. The size of the frames are QCIF format from the H.263
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Figure 9: Simulation system overview.

standard, 176 × 144 pixels, and is appropriate for handheld devices. The image size and
code rate also make each frame’s data small enough to fit in a single IP-packet. For this the
SPIHT image encoder [48] in the leaky prediction video coder must operate at a code rate
below 0.324 bit per pixel, making the bit rate approximately 246 kbit/sec at 30 frames/sec.
This IP-packet is then sent through the wired and wireless network components. Where
measurements of video quality are to be compared via Peak-SNR, (PSNR), the system’s
decoded output is compared to the original image for each frame. This coding results in an
average quality of 33 dB PSNR. As a comparison the H.263 coder, working at 123 kbit/sec
and 30 frames/sec, has an average PSNR of about 37 dB [49].

5.1 Networking Congestion Model for Packet Truncation

Internet congestion is usually dealt with through packet drops. The suggestion here is
to truncate packets to decrease router stream load, allowing a continually viewable video
stream (in the sense that no packet drops or frame stutter occurs) albeit with a lower PSNR.

To examine the effects of truncation compared to “ordinary” packet drops the following
model is used to generate congestion. A router reserves link capacity for a class of real
time streaming media such as video, Figure 9. Whenever that reserved capacity is exceeded,
data is dropped/truncated from the flows in the real time class. The data drops/truncations
are distributed evenly among the flows. New flows randomly arrive to the link according to
a Poisson process, with durations of the flows being exponentially distributed. The model
makes it possible to compare the performance of the two strategies on a video stream.

First we look at the packet truncation method, simulations are performed with packets
truncated according to the above model for loads ranging from below reserved capacity to
double the reserved capacity in order to demonstrate system behavior under large stress.
This affords a view of a fairly large variation in the truncation. Figure 10 demonstrates
the router performing packet truncation for a link with reserved capacity of 50 users media
streams (of like characteristics). The figures shows the histogram, bin size 50, of the re-
ceived data frames for one of the users for different load conditions2 . The x-axis represents

2The average number of users is determined by the birth rate/death rate ratio. The death rate is held constant
at 0.02 while the birth rate is varied from 0.2 to 2.
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Figure 11: Average PSNR (dB) vs network user load for 1000 frames of the “carphone”
video. Packet truncation method has a 2 dB advantage over packet drop strategy

the length of the resulting frames from truncation. The y-axis represents the frequency of
packets in each range. The total number of packages is 5000. For a low load, most packets
arrive untruncated as expected. As the average number of users exceeds the capacity, a large
percentage of the packets are truncated slightly. The length of truncated packages tends to
decrease linearly as the load increases linearly. Such package truncation will cause a degra-
dation of the frame’s decoded image quality fairly for each user. However, the link will not
suffer the frame stutter and glitches that would be encountered if router congestion had been
mitigated using a packet drop mechanism.

Simulations are also performed with the ordinary dropping strategy for comparison
in video quality, PSNR. Here, any packet exceeding the reserved media stream limits is
dropped (with equal probability for each user). While the average number of bits received
for the two methods is almost the same, the main difference is the variance in received packet
length.

Figures 11 and 12 shows the results from the network congestion simulations. The
average PSNR of the duration of the video clip shows that the truncation method has a
higher average PSNR of about 2 dB over a wide range of user loads (Figure 11). Figure 12
shows the time varying PSNR behaviour of the two methods over the video clip’s duration
for a load of 65 users. The ordinary packet dropping strategy suffers not only lower average
quality but also exhibits larger fluctuations, which are perceived as flicker and/or stutter.
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Figure 12: The frame PSNR (dB) in the “carphone” video for the 250 first frames, with an
average load of 65 users. Truncation exhibits lower variance in video quality.

Table 1: Parameters used for simulations.
object parameter value unit

video source size 176 x 144 pixels
frame rate 30 frames/sec.

color no
SPIHT Encoder rate 0.324 bit/pixel
Convolution code rate 1/2

memory 95 bits
decoder algorithm Stack

channel model Jakes
fm 1 Hz
fs 30 Hz
N0 8

Noise estimator type (2)
Video quality metric PSNR compare A with O

5.2 Wireless Link Effects

Next we consider the behavior of the wireless link. An overview of the simulation model is
shown in Figure 13 and Table 1 summarizes the parameters used.

The first step in the wireless transmitter is to do the optimal frame truncation depending
on the estimated channel SNR using the truncation function from Figure 8. The truncated
frame is sent through a rate one-half systematic convolution coder with 95-bit memory (code
details found in [50]). The transmitter sends 30 frames per second using one unit of energy
for each data frame. The maximum number of bits in one frame is, Nframe = 16416 (the
end result of the number of pixels, source coding, and error coding). Energy is distributed
evenly between the transmitted bits.

The wireless channel model is a slow flat fading model from [51] where c(t) is the fading
amplitude and n(t) is white Gaussian noise. The model used corresponds to the fading
expected in a system with 1 GHz carrier frequency and with a motion speed of 1 km/h, i.e.
handheld motion. The limit is due to the single user frame-by-frame operation. The true
fading channel SNR used for the simulations is shown along with the receiver’s estimated
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Figure 14: True fading channel SNR and its estimates as functions of frame number.

SNR in Figure 14. The estimates follows the actual SNR except for a small delay. Since the
SNR estimate is calculated in the receiver there has to be a small delay before it can be used
by the transmitter.

The received data is decoded using the Stack sequential algorithm yielding the received
data up to the first non-correctable bit error. These data samples are then used to update
the channel SNR estimate described earlier. Figure 15 shows the transmitted frame lengths
based on the SNR estimates together with the received error free lengths. The figures shows
that most times a high percentage of the transmitted frame is correctly received (a positive
reflection of successful rate adaption). The reason for the small performance losses is due
to the unavoidable delay of the SNR estimate. This is especially clear in situations where
the SNR is falling, the delay causes an over estimate of the present SNR resulting in short
received lengths.

The measure of the received video quality is obtained by comparing the decoded re-
ceived image (i.e. the decoded error free part of the received data), A, with the original
image, O (Figure 13). The resulting PSNR value is computed with Figure 16 showing how
image quality index (PSNR) tracks the channel capacity in a relatively smooth and accurate
manner yielding quality proportional to channel capacity. It should be emphasized that the
approach presented here has been to reduce the network’s deleterious effects without any
additional delay. Due to this decision, we see the unavoidable performance variations as the
channel capacity dips. A slow end-to-end source rate adaption of the source rate would im-
prove the performance for long capacity dips. Since, a large difference between the encoded
rate and the decoded rate for a leaky prediction encoder will causes error propagation, the
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Figure 15: Transmitted and received data length as function of frame number. The truncation
was done using the SNR estimates for the fading channel in Figure 14.

transmitter and the receiver would have quite different ideas of what the last image looked
like.

This experiment uses only the most basic error concealment technique, repeat the last
frame if no data received. But there is nothing inherent in the approach presented here which
intrinsically prohibits the introduction of performance smoothing by allowing additional
delay or error concealment. On the contrary, this approach is easily extended to allow such
directions if desired.

5.3 Combined system

Combining the network congestion model for packet truncation with the adaptive wireless
link results in a system capable of local rate adaption as in Figure 2. For a total system
simulation a wireless link was inserted before the leaky SPIHT decoder in Figure 9. With an
average load of 65 users for the reserved connection and the wireless link working as before.
Figure 17 shows the transmitted and received frame lengths for the wireless link. Notice the
reduced overall packet length due to congestion and that much fewer packets are further
truncated by the wireless link. Looking at the decoded quality, Figure 18 one sees little loss
of performance, compared with the performance without congestion. Even increasing the
number of average users to 80 does not affect the quality of the decoded video.

6 Conclusion

Real-time streaming media over networks with wireless links presents a challenging prob-
lem which spans the source coding, networking, channel coding, and signal processing re-
search communities. Recent results from diverse researchers provide powerful tools and
partial solutions to address this problem. This paper demonstrates how a concerted ap-
proach could use these tools to advantage in providing graceful degradation over both wired
network congestion and wireless fading. A key facet of the approach is that a minimum
of coordination should be required to react quickly and adapt to changing conditions. In-
terestingly, this is made possible by considering the cooperation between network protocol
and source/channel coding (not a commonly seen connection in the research literature).
A general theme has been to provide high adaption responsiveness and a quality beyond
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what is feasible with end-to-end adaption, avoiding unnecessary packet drops and erroneous
rate adaption by misinterpretation of wireline effects for wireless effects or vice versa. Re-
sults show that graceful (smooth) degradation is achievable under network congestion and/or
wireless fading. The method also allows for inclusion of the standard slow end-to-end rate
adaption which may be used in avoiding sustained link overload. For faster variations due
to congestion and wireless fading, the suggested localized methods for truncation improve
the quality substantially.
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